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-Background-
Frontline: Global Warfare immerses you into a new, modern world of combat unlike tradition fantasy-
themed card games. Players manage their economy while interacting and fighting in a realistic
atmosphere complete with commonly known soldiers, officials, military and commercial vehicles,
buildings and much more. Many cards represent features of our society such as taxation, trade
agreements, social programs, law, products and services, Technology, Government, historical events
and the Environment. With 400 unique cards to choose from, the possibilities are endless when
crafting your own personalized deck. Hundreds of strategies are possible, and we guarantee no two
games will be alike. Frontline: Global Warfare is capable of supporting at least four balanced decks,
and allows up to four players to battle at once. The world is at your fingertips…Can you handle it?

-Overview-
In Frontline: Global Warfare players build formidable decks to battle their rivals, striving to
productively manage their economy (while crippling their rival’s economy) via attacking and
defending with Assault cards, activating War and Tech cards that provide game varying effects, and
playing Government and Environment cards that reconfigure and affect the entire battlefield. A player
who can successfully build their own economy or destroy their rival’s economy will be declared the
victor!

-Components-

182 Assault cards 102 Tech cards 102 War cards

2 D6 12 Gems
4 Economy Trackers 16 Environment 12 Government

cards cards

-Setup-
Creating a Deck
Frontline: Global Warfare is specifically designed to allow for thousands of different deck
combinations. With 400 different cards, players can create unique decks tailored to their individual
strategies. Frontline: Global Warfare includes enough cards to create up to four balanced decks,
although it is possible to create more. When creating a deck with other players, we suggest a card draft
where players take turns choosing cards from the entire collection. Sorting the cards by type and
subtype will make this process easier.



The Ideal deck size is 60 cards, with a maximum deck size of 80 cards. The most balanced decks
include proportionate amounts of Assault, War, and Tech cards. Government and Environment cards
are used during advanced and expert play, but are not a significant number of cards in your deck.
Generally, Half of your deck should be Assault cards, and half of your Assault cards should have a
transport fee of zero. Although players have the option of rapid deployment to transport Assault
cards, it may cost a significant number of economy points to transport them. Discharging weaker
Assault cards to transport stronger Assault cards is usually a more economical option, and it also
reduces crowding on your frontline.

The remainder of your deck should balance War and Tech cards (and a few Government and
Environment cards if playing advanced or expert) that complement your playing style. Remember, the
fewer cards you have in your deck the more likely you are to draw a card you need, so although an 80-
card deck will have more options, a 60-card deck will increase the likelihood of using your options.

Reference the Sample Decks section for a quick deck setup.

Layout

Basic
The basic layout incorporates the use of Assault,
War and Tech cards only. Assault cards are played
in the frontline zone and War and Tech cards
are played in the research zone. The frontline and
research are limited to 4 slots each.

Advanced
The advanced layout incorporates the
use of Assault, War, Tech, Environment
and Government cards. Assault cards are
played in the frontline zone, and in special
circumstances, the range. War and Tech
cards are played in the research zone.
Environment and Government cards have
their own zones.



Expert
The expert layout is identical to the advanced layout, but also utilizes the expert economy point
tracker, which includes additional game-varying effects.

Reference Layout in the Gameplay details section for more information.

Starting Economy
Generally, at the start of a two-player battle, each player receives 100 economy points. This amount is
only the recommended suggestion. Players can mutually decide on other amounts. This is useful if
players want a shorter game or would like to include a handicap for less experienced players. Note that
the economy tracker has an upper limit. You may bypass this limit by using a pencil and paper to track
your economy points.

Tokens are used to track your economy on your economy tracker.

Reference Economy tracker in the Gameplay details section for more information.

-Starting a Battle-
1. After you and your rival have created your decks, shuffle your rival’s deck in their presence. Your

rival will do the same to your deck.
2. Choose an economy tracker to use during the battle. Each economy tracker requires 3 economy

tokens. Choose starting economies for you and your rival. If using a pencil and paper, write down
the total economy value you and your rival will start with.

3. You and your rival each draw 7 cards.
4. Using the dice included in the game, roll to determine who will start. The highest roller has the

choice to go first or second. Keep the dice nearby, they may be used for card effects.

-Victory Conditions-
• You can win a battle by doubling your starting economy. For example, if you begin your battle with

100 economy points, you must reach 200 economy points to win.
• You can win a battle if you reduce your rival’s economy to zero.
• You can win a battle if your rival runs out of cards in their deck.
• You can win a battle if your rival declares defeat before running out of cards or economy points.

-How to Play-
General Information
You and your rival may draw one card per turn for no cost. Up to two additional cards may be drawn
per turn at the cost of 2 economy points per card.
Hand size is limited to 10 cards at the end of a turn. Discharge accordingly.
If you start a battle, you may not attack your rival until they have completed a turn. This allows your
rival to establish a defense.

Turn Sequence
The turn sequence follows a structured flow to improve the efficiency and consistency of your turn.
Generally, procedures within this structure may not be modified.



Draw Phase – You will begin your turn by drawing one card from your deck. You may draw up to an
additional two cards from your deck per turn for an economy fee. You must draw at least one card at
the start of your turn.

Set/activation Phase – After you have drawn, you will continue your turn with the option of setting
any number of War or Tech cards in your research zone (up to your available research slots). War and
Tech cards are set face-down. After you have finished setting your War and Tech cards, you may
activate up to two of them (you receive two War or Tech card activations per turn). You MAY NOT set
additional War or Tech cards after you have activated a War or Tech card.
You also have the option of discharging set Tech cards during this phase to take advantage of the Tech
card’s market value. Each Tech card you discharge requires one activation (therefore you may
discharge up to two Tech cards per turn). Increase your economy equal to the discharged Tech card’s
market value.

Transport Phase – You will continue your turn with the option to transport one Assault card to the
frontline, or the range if permitted. Your Assault card may be transported in either Face-up attack,
Face-up defense, or Face-down defense position. You MAY ONLY transport one Assault card per turn.
You may also change the position of your Assault cards during this phase. Your Assault card’s standard
effects become active during this phase.

2nd activation Phase – If you have not exhausted your two available War and Tech card activations
during the previous activation phase, you may activate your War and Tech cards now (this activation
phase is useful for Supply-type Tech cards).

Declaration Phase – You will continue your turn with the option to attack your rival with your face-
up attack position Assault cards. Each of your face-up attack position Assault cards attack individually
and may attack once per turn.

When you attack, you must target your rival’s defense position Assault cards first. If your rival does
not have a defense position Assault card or cards, you may attack your rival’s attack position Assault
cards. If your rival does not have an attack position Assault card or cards on their frontline you may
attack their economy directly.

Reference Attacking and Defending in the How to Play section.

End Phase – You will end your turn by declaring the end of your turn.

Attacking and Defending

Your ATK > Rival’s ATK
Discharge – Your rival’s Assault card.
Damage – Reduce your rival’s economy equal to the difference in ATK values.

Your ATK = Rival’s ATK
Discharge – Both your and your rival’s Assault cards.
Damage – No economy damage.



Your ATK < Rival’s ATK
Discharge – Your Assault card.
Damage – Reduce your economy equal to the difference in ATK values.

Your ATK > Rival’s DEF
Discharge – Your rival’s Assault card.
Damage – No Economy damage.

Your ATK = Rival’s DEF
Discharge – Neither card is discharged.
Damage – No economy damage.

Your ATK < Rival’s DEF
Discharge – Neither card is discharged.
Damage – Reduce your economy equal to the difference between your ATK value and your rival’s DEF
value.

Direct Damage
If your rival does not have at least one Assault card on their frontline, your Assault cards may attack
your rival’s economy directly. Economy damage is equal to your Assault card’s ATK value.

-Gameplay Details-
Assault Cards
Nearly Half of the cards included in Frontline: Global Warfare are Assault cards because they are,
generally, the most direct way to inflict damage to your rival’s economy and as suggested, should
consist of half of your deck. Every Assault card has unique attributes, including subtypes, attack and
defense values, transport fees, and effects. Assault cards are transported to your frontline zone. Some
Assault cards may also be played in your Range zone (advanced and expert).
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Subtypes (General trends)
There are 8 subtypes of Assault cards, and each subtype may have certain attribute trends. Listed
below are the different subtypes and relevant attribute information.



Aircraft- Most Aircraft-type Assault cards are military, with a minority of commercial.
Most Aircraft-type Assault cards have Moderate attack values but do not usually have
strong effects. This is seen among fighter jets. Some weaker Aircraft-type Assault cards,
which are usually commercial Aircraft, will have strong effects. Helicopters have
comparatively moderate to high attack values combined with moderate effects.

Ground – A balanced mix of Military and commercial Ground-type Assault cards. Most
commercial ground-type Assault cards lack strong attack and defense values, but have
strong effects. Most military ground-type Assault cards have strong attack and defense
values, but have weak effects. Trains tend to be comparatively stronger than other
ground-type Assault cards.

Marine – Most Marine-type Assault cards are military. Marine-type Assault cards are
generally the strongest Assault cards. Many have strong effects or very strong attack and
defense values. Aircraft carriers have the highest attack and defense values of any
Assault card.

Human – Most Human-type Assault cards are a mix of military and Government
positions. Human-type Assault cards generally have weak attack and defense values, but
have the strongest effects. High ranking officials tend to have the lowest attack and
defense values of human-type Assault cards, but are compensated with higher transport
fees and overpowered effects.

Building – Building-type Assault cards are unique as they do not have attack and
defense values, and always have moderate transport fees. Every building cannot be
targeted unless it is the only Assault card present on the frontline. Attacking a building
will discharge it, but no economy damage applies.

Defense – Defense-type Assault cards, usually missiles or man-made barriers, have
either an attack value or a defense value (not both), and have moderate to strong effects.

Specialty – Specialty-type Assault cards differ from other Assault cards because they do
not have standard transport fees. Specialty-type Assault cards have requirements that
must be met in order for the card to be transported to the frontline. They do not have
the rapid deployment option. Specialty-type Assault cards consist of a variety of military
and commercial vehicles and positions.

Apocalypse – Apocalypse-type Assault cards are special cards with vastly overpowered
attributes. They are generally difficult to transport to the frontline, but have devastating
effects. Very few apocalypse-type Assault cards exist in Frontline: Global Warfare; it is
recommended to only have one in your deck.



Transport Fees and Rapid Deployment
Transport fees refer to the primary option for transporting Assault cards to the frontline or range.
Every Assault card has a transport fee between 0 and 5 (other than Specialty-type Assault cards),
which indicates the number of Assault cards present on the frontline or range that must be discharged
in order to transport the Assault card. For example, you have one transport level 0 Assault card in your
hand. You may transport that Assault card to the frontline because the transport fee is zero. During
your next turn you draw a transport level 1 Assault card. In order to transport it to the frontline or
range, you must discharge one Assault card on your frontline or range. Had the card drawn been a
transport level 2 Assault card, two cards on your frontline or range would need to be discharged to
transport it to the frontline or range.

Rapid deployment refers to the secondary option for transport Assault cards to the frontline. Instead
of discharging Assault cards to transport more powerful Assault cards to your frontline or range, you
pay an economy point fee. Though convenient in tight spots, rapid deployment is very expensive.
Generally, the more powerful the Assault card, the higher rapid deployment fee.

Attack and Defense Positions
Assault cards are generally played in three different positions. They include Face-up Attack position,
Face-up defense position, and face-down defense position (below, left to right). The position of the
Assault card allows players to determine whether attack or defense values are used during an attack.
An Assault card may only change position once per turn, other than the turn it is transported. Assault
cards may be transported in either a face-up or face down position, but once a card is changed from a
face-down position to a face-up position, it may no longer be changed to a face-down position.

Face-up Attack position – Your Assault cards in face-up attack position may use standard effects, not
ambush effects, immediately at the time of transport (Ambush effects can only be used if an Assault
card is in a face-down position). Your Assault cards in Attack position may attack your rival’s Assault
cards. During an attack, your attack position Assault card’s attack will be compared to your rival’s
Assault card’s attack or defense, depending on the position of their Assault card.

Face-up defense position – Your Assault cards in face-up defense position MAY NOT use standard
effects or ambush effects, immediately after transport. They may be used during your next turn
(ambush effects may only be used if the Assault card is in a face-down position). Your Assault cards in
face-up defense position MAY NOT attack your rival’s Assault cards. If your rival attacks your face-up
defense position Assault card, your Assault card’s defense is compared to your rival’s Assault card’s
attack.



Face-down defense position – Your Assault cards in face-down defense position MAY NOT use
standard effects (until the assault card is face-up). However, ambush effects may be used. An ambush
effect is activated either by you changing from a face-down position to a face-up position, or if your
rival attacks your face-down Assault card and reveals it. An Assault card in face-down defense position
MAY NOT attack your rival’s Assault cards. If your rival attacks your face-down position Assault card,
your Assault card is revealed. Ambush effects are activated, and your Assault card’s defense is
compared to your rival’s Assault card’s attack. You MAY NOT transport an assault card in face-down
defense position via rapid deployment.

Reference Attacking and Defending in the How to Play Section for more information.

Card Effects
Assault card effects come in two forms; standard and ambush. Effects usually increase the perceived
value of the Assault card and make up for weaker attack and defense values.

Standard – Standard effects may be used immediately upon transport of an Assault card in face-up
attack position or during the following turn after transport of an Assault card in face-up defense
position. Assault cards transported in a face-down position must be changed to a face-up position for
standard effects to become active. Standard effects can be used at your discretion. Generally effects are
one-time use, but the wording of the effect will disclose if an effect may be used multiple times.

Ambush- Ambush effects are activated when your face-down Assault card is changed by you to a face-
up position or by your rival attacking your face-down Assault card and revealing it. Ambush effects
must be used when activated. You can avoid activating an ambush card by transporting your Assault
card in a face-up position. If an ambush effect is activated as a result of an attack by your rival, resolve
the attack first before executing the effect. If your assault card is discharged, the ambush effect is still
activated.

Field Status

Frontline – Most of your assault cards have a symbol indicating they may be played only
on the frontline. These assault cards may be transported via transport fees or rapid
deployment.

Range - Some of your Assault cards may have a symbol indicating that it may be played
on either the frontline or the range. These Assault cards may be transported to the range
via transport fees, but MAY NOT be transported to the range via rapid deployment.
Assault cards on the range have privileges that frontline Assault cards do not have.

Reference Layout in the Gameplay details section for more information.

Tech Cards
Tech cards support your playing style with a variety of different effects that will bring
you closer to victory. Generally, Tech cards will aid you in some way, such as increasing
your economy or boosting your Assault card’s attributes. They can also prevent
unwanted actions from your rival. We recommend that one fourth of your deck should
consist of Tech cards. Tech cards are set in your research zone.
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Market Value
Each Tech card has a market value between 0 and 5 economy points, which refers to the economy
bonus you will receive if you discharge your Tech cards instead of activating them. Cashing in your
Tech cards may get you out of an economy crisis, or may allow you to reach a victory condition. You
may discharge up to two set Tech cards per turn.

Subtypes
Four subtypes of Tech cards exist in Frontline: Global Warfare. Each subtype has its own symbol and
attributes concerning how their effects are interpreted.

Basic – Basic-type Tech card effects have a finite life. In general, a Basic-type Tech card
is discharged after it is activated, as most effects do not last longer than one turn. Basic
Tech cards can only be activated during the set and research phases of your turn.

Supply – Supply-type Tech cards directly affect the Assault cards they supply, and their
effects have an indefinite life. In general, supply-type Tech cards improve the attributes
of a specific Assault card only, and will identify the type of Assault card it can supply.
Supply-type Tech cards can only be discharged if the Supplied Assault card is discharged
or by card effect. It may not be discharged at your discretion.

Response – Response-type Tech card effects are reactive and have a finite life. Unlike
basic cards that may only be activated during your turn, Response-type Tech cards may
be activated during your turn or your rival’s turn. Response-type Tech cards are generally
activated after an event, usually an adverse action by your rival. During a card-
activation-series, you are not limited to the number of response-type Tech cards you
may activate.

Extended – Extended-type Tech card effects have an indefinite life. They remain in your
research zone until they are discharged by your rival or at your discretion. Discharging
your own Extended-type Tech card will cost one War or Tech card activation during your
turn.



War Cards
War cards support your playing style with a variety of different effects that will bring you
closer to victory. Generally, War cards will adversely affect your rival in some way, such
as discharging your rival’s Assault cards, reducing your rival’s economy or limiting your
rival’s options. We recommend that one fourth of your deck should consist of War cards.
War cards are set in your research zone.
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Subtypes
Basic - Basic-type War card effects have a finite life. In general, a Basic-type War card is
discharged after it is activated, as most effects do not last longer than one turn. Basic-
type War cards may either be activated during the set and research phases of your turn,
or during your rival’s turn. During a card-activation-series, you are not limited to the
number of Basic-type War cards you may activate.

Extended - Extended-type War card effects have an indefinite life. They remain in your
research zone until they are discharged by your rival or at your discretion. Discharging
your own Extended-type War card will cost one War or Tech card activation during your
turn.

Card-activation-series
A card-activation-series is a series of War and Tech card activations that build upon each activation. In
most instances, a card activation series begins with the transport of your Assault card or the activation
of your War or Tech card. Your rival will counter your action with either a War or Tech card, at which
point you counter with your own War or Tech card, and your rival further counters with another War
or Tech card that ultimately resolves the series. During a card-activation-series, there is no limit to the
number of War or Tech cards that may be activated, other than what is present in your research zone.

Government Cards
A Government card is a unique card that alters your frontline, range and research zones, provides
either an economy bonus or an economy penalty, and a unique economy effect. Government cards are
useful if you prefer a particular playing style, whether it focuses more frontline and range slots for
transporting Assault cards, more research slots for activating War and Tech cards, or effects that
benefit your deck as a whole. You may have only one Government card in play at any time and may
play a Government card at any time during your turn. A Government card CANNOT be removed at
your discretion. It may, however, be replaced by another Government card.
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Layout Modification
Each Government card will affect your layout, specifically frontline, range, and research slots. Your
Government card will identify the number of slots available for each. A Government card may be
activated at any time during your turn, but you may only play one Government card per turn. When
activated, Frontline, range and research slots are adjusted, and cards in slots that no longer exist are
discharged.

Economy Bonus/Penalty
Each Government card provides an economy bonus or inflicts and economy penalty. Generally,
Government cards will provide an economy bonus. Economy penalties occur when the modified
layout and effects are comparatively powerful and require an economy disadvantage to balance the
Government card’s attributes. The economy bonuses and penalties of your Government card are
reversed when your Government card is replaced or removed.

Effect
Each Government card provides a unique economy effect. Government card effects are extended
effects.

Extended – An extended effect has an indefinite life. Extended effects are active immediately upon
playing a Government card and remain active as long as your Government card remains in play.

Environment Cards
Environment cards add another level of strategy to the battle by incorporating effects that affect both
you and your rival. Environment card effects remain active as long as they are in play. You may play an
Environment card at any time during your turn. An Environment card CANNOT be removed at your
discretion. It may, however, be replaced by another Environment card.

Only one Environment card may be in play for you and your rival at one time. In other words, if you
have an Environment card in play and your rival activates their own Environment card, your
Environment card is discharged.
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Layout
The Frontline: Global Warfare layout organizes your cards to streamline transporting of Assault cards,
setting War and Tech cards, and playing Government and Environment cards. It also shows the proper
location of your deck and discharge zone. The frontline, range and research zones have rules that
dictate what can be transported or set in their respective zones.

Frontline Zone
The frontline zone is the primary location to transport Assault cards. All of your Assault cards may be
transported to the frontline. You may only transport one Assault card to per turn. You may transport
to the frontline either through transport fees or rapid deployment. Assault cards used for transport
fees may be either frontline or range Assault cards. The standard frontline configuration consists of
four slots. Government cards may change the configuration of your frontline slots.



Frontline Assault cards may only attack your rival’s frontline Assault cards. They may not attack your
rival’s range Assault cards.

Range Zone
The range zone is the secondary location to transport Assault cards. You may only transport Assault
cards with a range symbol to the range. You may only transport one Assault card per turn. You may
only transport an Assault card to the range through transport fees. Assault cards used for transport
fees may be either frontline or range Assault cards. The standard range configuration consists of two
slots. Government cards may change the configuration of your range slots.
Range Assault cards may attack either your rival’s frontline or range Assault cards. Range Assault cards
do not protect your economy from direct attacks. If you do not have frontline Assault cards, your rival
may attack your economy directly.

You may move your Assault card from the range to the frontline or from the frontline to the range once
per turn, but you will forfeit your attack with the Assault card that you moved.

Research Zone
The research zone allows you to set War and Tech cards for future activation. War and Tech cards must
first be set and then activated. This may occur during the same turn if you set your War or Tech card
before the transport phase of your turn and activate it before or after your transport phase. You may
only activate up to two War and Tech cards during your turn (there is no limit to the number of War or
Response-type Tech cards you may activate as a result of a card-activation series during your or your
rival’s turn). The research zone consists of four slots. Government cards may change the configuration
of your range slots.

Government, Environment, Discharge and Deck Zones
The Government and Environment zones only support one card respectively at any time. Your
Government cards only affect your layout where as your Environment cards affect both you and your
rival. Your Government card cannot be discharged at your discretion, but may be replaced by playing
another Government card. Your Environment card cannot be discharged at your discretion, but may
be replaced by you or your rival playing another Environment card.

The discharge zone is used to store cards that have been discharged (removed from play). Some card
effects may allow you to remove cards from your or your rival’s discharge zone and reincorporate them
into your battle. The deck zone contains your deck.

Economy Tracker and tokens
The economy tracker allows you to track your economy efficiently without the need to use a pencil and
paper to track economy points. Each economy tracker is in base 10 and has a maximum value of 400
economy points. Three tokens per tracker are provided to track your economy. If you want to use a
starting economy greater than 400 points, you may use a pencil and paper to record your economy.

Basic/Advanced
For a basic or advanced battle, use the Basic/Advanced side of the economy tracker. The
Basic/Advanced Economy Tracker does not contain economy milestones that have effects.



Expert
For an expert battle, use the Expert side of the economy tracker. The expert Economy tracker lists
economy milestones that provide effects. Effects may benefit or adversely affect you. Effects may
either be dependent on maintaining an economy milestone or become activated once a milestone is
reached.

-Walkthrough-

Simulated Basic Game
Drawing, Setting War and Tech cards in Research & Activating Basic and Extended-type War
and Tech cards in Research

Drawing - At the start of the battle, both players draw 7 cards to start their hand. You drew T-38
Talon, F-4 Phantom, Pirate, Heat Signature, Hyperinflation, Anti-lock Brakes and USS Narwhal.
During a battle, you must begin your turn (and all subsequent turns) by drawing at least one card
(unless otherwise instructed by card effect). This is called the Draw Phase. You draw one card from the
top of your deck, Caffeine.

Draw 7 to start Battle Draw 1 per turn -2 Economy for 2nd Draw

At your discretion you may draw up to an additional 2 cards at the cost of 2 economy points per card.
You decide to draw one additional card from the top of your deck, Exchange Rate, for 2 economy
points. Reduce your economy point total on your economy point tracker 2 points.



Setting cards in Research - After drawing cards from your deck you have the option to set war and
tech cards in your research zone to be activated now or in the future. This is called the Set/Activation
Phase. You decide to set Heat Signature, Hyperinflation and Anti-lock Brakes face-down in research.
You now have the option to activate up to two of the war or tech cards that you set in your research
moments ago.

Transporting Assault cards via Transport fee & Rapid deployment and Changing Positions

You will continue your turn by transporting assault cards to your frontline. This is called the
Transport phase. There are three ways to transport an assault card to the frontline: Transport Fees,
Rapid Deployment or Card Effect.

Transport Fees - Since this is your first turn you will likely transport a level 0 transport fee assault
card to the frontline. You have three options regarding the position of your transported assault card
(two if transported via rapid deployment). Your assault card may be transported in face-up attack or
face-up defense position or face-down defense position for transport fees (you cannot transport an
assault card into a face-down position with rapid deployment). You decide to transport T-38 Talon to
the frontline in face-up attack position. Since T-38 Talon was played in face-up attack position, its
effect can be immediately activated. Had you transported T-38 Talon into face-up defense position, its
effect would not be available until your next transport phase. Had you transported T-38 Talon into
face-down defense position, its effect would not become active until its position was changed to a
face-up position.

Activating cards in Research - You first
decide to activate Heat Signature, a basic-
type tech card. You will flip your face-down
card face-up and may now execute Heat
Signature’s effect (When this card is activated
view the top five cards of your rival's deck and
arrange them in any order) followed by
discharging (sending your expired tech card
to the discharge pile) it. The same procedure
holds true for basic-type war cards activated
during your turn.

You then decide to activate Hyperinflation,
an extended-type war card. You will flip your
face-down card face-up and may now execute
Hyperinflation’s effect (As long as this card is
active your rival's economy is decreased 5
points per turn). Notice that an extended-
type war card is not discharged after
activation. It remains active until you
discharge it at your discretion (at the cost of a
war or tech card activation) or until your rival
discharges it via card effect. The same
procedure holds true for extended-type tech
cards activated during your turn.



During your next transport phase (during
your second turn) you may decide to
transport USS Narwhal, with a transport fee
of 1, to the frontline. This would require you
to discharge one assault card already on your
frontline to transport USS Narwhal to the
frontline. You could discharge your T-38
Talon and transport USS Narwhal in face-
down defense position.

Rapid Deployment - You decide during
your next transport phase to transport USS
Narwhal to the frontline using rapid
deployment. This requires you to reduce
your economy by USS Narwhal’s rapid
deployment cost of 15 economy points
from your economy point tracker. You
cannot transport USS Narwhal to a face-
down position, so you decide to transport it
in face-up defense position.

Changing Positions - Your T-38 Talon is in
Face-up attack position but due to your rival
transporting a powerful assault card to their
frontline, you would prefer to change its
position. When you transported T-38 Talon
to the frontline you were given a position
option. Once you choose a position it cannot
be changed until the following turn. During
subsequent turns you may change T-38
Talon’s position, but you may not attack
with T-38 Talon during the declaration
phase if you change its position during the
transport phase.

You decide to change T-38 Talon’s position
to face-up defense position. During your
next turn you will have the option to change
USS Narwhal’s position.

Transport Phase (1st Turn)

Transport Phase (2nd Turn)

Activating Standard and Ambush-type assault card effects

Your assault card effects are activated during the transport phase of your turn or the declaration phase
of your rival’s turn. Standard effects, such as T-38 Talon and USS Narwhal’s effects, can be activated
immediately after transport (if in face-up attack position) or a subsequent turn (face-up defense
position). They cannot be activated if in face-down defense position.
A few turns after you transported USS Narwhal to the frontline you decide to transport F-4 Phantom
into face-down defense position. Because of F-4 Phantom’s position, its ambush effect is primed for
your rival to attack and activate it during their turn.



You could change F-4 Phantom’s position to
a face-up position during your following
turn to activate its ambush effect.

You then decide to activate T-38 Talon’s
effect (Discharge this card to inflict 8 points
of direct damage to your rival's economy. If
this card is discharged as a transport fee no
economy damage is applied) and discharge
T-38 Talon.

After you end your turn, your rival decides to
attack your face-down F-4 Phantom with
their Stryker. Your F-4 Phantom is
immediately flipped into face-up defense
position. Your F-4 Phantom is discharged as
a result of the attack and its ambush effect (
Discharge one face-up assault card) is
activated discharging your rival’s Stryker (or
another face-up assault card on your rival’s
frontline).

Exchanging Tech cards for Market Value
and Activating War and Tech cards
during second research Phase

It’s your turn again and you decide to set
Caffeine and Exchange Rate in research
during your set/activation phase.

Transport F-4 Phantom, Activate 
T-38 Talon Effect, then Discharge

F-4 Phantom ambush activated

You decide that you would rather discharge Exchange Rate for its market value than utilize its effect.
You declare that you are discharging Exchange Rate for its market value (which is 5 economy points)
and you increase your economy 5 points on your economy tracker. You end your set/activation phase
and decide to transport Pirate to the frontline in face-up attack position during your transport phase.

You enter the 2nd activation phase and decide to activate Caffeine, a Supply-type tech card, and
supply it to Pirate. The second activation phase is most useful for supply-type tech cards, however any
war or tech card can be activated at this time. Caffeine’s effect (Increase the attack of one Human-type
assault card 8 points) supplies Pirate with an additional 8 attack points bringing Pirate’s attack to 16
(23 if attacking a marine-type tech card due to Pirate’s own effect). Caffeine will continue to supply
Pirate until Pirate is discharged by you or your rival (at which point Caffeine is also discharged) or
Caffeine is discharged by your rival.

Attacking, Defending, attacking Directly, & Economy Tracking

A few turns later you are about to enter your declaration phase so you evaluate your frontline and your
rival’s frontline. You have USS Narwhal in Face-up Attack position, AIM-9 Sidewinder in Face-up
attack position and Pirate in Face-up attack position on your frontline. Your rival has USCGC Boutwell
(hidden) in face-down defense position and Firefighter in face-up attack position on their frontline.



You enter your declaration phase and decide
to begin your attack with Pirate. You must
attack defense position cards first. You
attack your rival’s face-down defense
position card and reveal USCGC Boutwell.
Pirate’s standard attack is 8 points, however
it is supplied with caffeine, increasing its
attack to 16 points. USCGC Boutwell has a
defense of 19 points. Normally this would
result in Pirate losing 3 economy points, but
due to its effect (Increase the attack of this
card 7 points if it is attacking a Marine-type
assault card), Pirate’s attack is now 23
points. USCGC Boutwell is discharged and
no economy damage is applied to your rival.

You now decide to attack with AIM-9
Sidewinder. Your rival does not have any
assault cards in defense position, so your
AIM-9 Sidewinder can attack your rival’s
firefighter.

Your AIM-9 Sidewinder’s attack of 10 is compared to your rival’s firefighter’s attack of 2. Firefighter is
discharged and your rival reduces their economy 8 points.

You now have one final attack option and that is to attack directly with USS Narwhal. Your rival has no
defense, so when you attack with USS Narwhal, your rival must reduce their economy by the attack
value of USS Narwhal which is 18 points.

Activating War and Tech cards during your rival’s turn

You have been patiently waiting to use your Anti-lock Brakes Response-type tech card. On your rival’s
turn, they decide to activate Extortion (When this card is activated your rival can either show their
hand or inflict 800 points of direct damage to their economy) during their set/activation phase. At
this time you may activate certain response-type tech cards, such as anti-lock brakes, and certain war
cards (depending on how the effect is activated). Anti-lock Brakes allows you to negate the activation
of one war card and discharge it. Anti-lock Brakes and Extortion are both discharged. Extortion’s
effect is never executed.

Simulated Advanced Game

Transporting to the Range and attacking from the Range
It’s the start of your turn (after the draw phase) somewhere midway through the battle. You have six
cards in your hand, Forest Fire, Democracy, Counterfeit, Anti-lock Brakes, North American X-15, and
Front Loader. You have 1 Ton Pickup on your frontline and auto insurance activated in your research.
You decide to set Counterfeit and Anti-lock Brakes in your research during your set/activation phase.

Pirate v Boutwell, Sidewinder v Firefighter, 
Narwhal Direct Damage



You then decide to transport North American X-15 to your range (you know North American X-15 is
range capable by its frontline/range symbol) in face-up attack position. Since you cannot use rapid
deployment, you must discharge one assault card on your frontline or range to transport North
American X-15. You decide to discharge 1 Ton Pickup (which is returned to your hand due to Auto
insurance’s effect (As long as this card is active your Ground-type assault cards are returned to your
hand when discharged)).

You end your transport phase and bypass your 2nd activation phase. You enter your declaration phase
and decide to attack your rival’s face-up attack position M60A3 with your North American X-15. Your
rival’s M60A3 is discharged (North American X-15’s Attack value is 20 and M60A3’s attack value is 15)
and your rival’s economy is reduced 5 points.
Your rival also has USS Ronald Reagan in face-up attack position, however when it is their turn, they
will not be able to attack your North American X-15 (Range assault cards can frontline and range
assault cards, However frontline assault cards can only attack frontline assault cards). They can,
however attack your economy directly because you have no frontline presence (regardless if you have
ranged assault cards.

Playing Environment and Government Cards
It is your turn once again an you decide to activate your environment card, Forest Fire. Forest Fire’s
effect (For every attack declared, the attacker subtracts 2 points from their economy) becomes
immediately active for both you and your rival. If either you or your rival declares an attack, you would
reduce your economies 2 points, respectively.

You also decide to activate your government card, Democracy. This affects your layout, increasing your
research slots by one and providing you with a unique economy effect (Increase your economy 2
points for each successful assault card transport).

Card Activation Series

After Activating your Environment and Government cards you begin your transport phase and
transport Front Loader to the frontline.

1 Ton is discharged and X-15 is 
transported to Range



Your rival immediately activates Landmine (When this card is activated discharge one face-up assault
card on your rival's frontline) in an attempt to discharge your Front Loader. You decide to activate
Counterfeit (Activate this card when one of your assault cards is discharged. Discharge this card in
place of the discharged assault card. The assault card remains on your frontline. Damage is not
applied) to counteract Landmine’s effect.

Your rival now wants to counter Counterfeit and activates Cyanide (When this card is activated negate
the activation of one Tech card and discharge it). Not to be outdone, You decide to counter Cyanide
with Anti-lock Brakes (When this card is activated negate the activation of one War card and
discharge it) and discharge Cyanide. Your Front Loader remains on the frontline and you receive 2
economy points for a successful assault card transport.

-FAQ-
My card’s effect contradicts the Instruction Manual, what do I do?
In Frontline: Global Warfare, card effects take priority over the instruction manual.

What do the terms discharge, battle, and rival mean?
Discharge, discharged, or discharging is synonymous with discard, discarded or discarding. A battle 
refers to a game. Rival refers to your opponent.

What position do I play Building-type Assault cards in?
Although Building-type Assault cards do not have attack or defense values, they may only be 
transported into face-up attack position.

May I attack any of my rival’s Assault cards with my face-up attack position Assault card?
Your Assault card may attack any of your rival’s Assault cards if they are all in the same position. If not, 
you must attack defense position Assault cards (whether face-up or face-down) before attacking 
attack position Assault cards.

May I supply an Assault card with more than one Supply-type Tech Card?
Yes, there is no limit the number of Supply-type Tech cards supplying an Assault card, other than your 
available research slots.

How many cards may I draw per turn?
You may draw up to three cards per turn. Your first card drawn does not cost economy points. The next 
two cards drawn cost 2 economy points each. It is possible that you may draw more than three cards 
per turn due to card effects.

How many War or Tech cards may I activate during my turn?
You are limited to two activations per turn unless your War and Tech card activations involve a card-
activation-series.

Is it possible to transport more than one Assault card per turn?
Generally, No, but it is possible due to card effects.

Can I move Assault cards and War and Tech cards to open slots if the prior slots are removed?
Yes, frontline, range, and research slots are flexible. Movement of Assault cards and War and Tech 
cards among them is allowed.



I only have Assault cards in the range zone. May I move them to the frontline?
Yes, you may move Assault cards from the range to the frontline other than the turn the Assault card is 
transported. Moving an Assault card from the frontline to the range and vice versa will forfeit that 
Assault card’s attack for the turn.

Am I allowed to set and activate a War or Tech card during the same turn?
Yes, you may activate a War or Tech card in both the same turn and same phase if applicable (for 
example, during the set/activation phase). Note that you may not set additional War and Tech cards 
after you have activated at least one War or Tech card.

In Expert mode I’ve reached an economy milestone and have used its effect. I have since lost 
the milestone, and then regained it. May I use the effect again?
Yes. In most cases, economy milestones provide extended effects so they are either active or not. In the 
case of a basic effect, you may use the effect every time you reach the milestone.

-3 & 4-Player Variations-

3-Player Free-for-all

Guidelines
Although Frontline: Global Warfare is primarily designed for head-to-head battles, a 3-player game is
possible and adds new elements of strategy.

Players will take turns following a clockwise pattern. Players will follow the same guidelines of 2-
player battles, however players have the option to attack either rival or both rivals during their
declaration phase.
3-player battles are generally free-for-all, as two players versus one player is highly unbalanced.

War and Tech card effects were primarily designed for 2-Player battles and may require judgement as
to the breadth of their effects during 3-player battles.

Each player receives their own economy tracker.

Victory Conditions
• Double your starting economy.
• Both of your rivals run out of cards to draw.
• Both of your rival’s economies are reduced to zero.
• Both of your rivals surrender.

4-Player Tag Team

Guidelines
Frontline: Global Warfare may be played with four players in a tag-team setup. Free-for-all games with
more than 3 players are generally unbalanced and create excessive downtime and vulnerability for
players between turns.



Players will take turns alternating between teams. Team A will consist of Player 1 and Player 3 and
Team B will consist of Player 2 and Player 4. Turns occur in chronological player order.

War and Tech card effects were primarily designed for 2-Player battles and may require judgement as
to the breadth of their effects during 4-player battles. Generally War and Tech card effects will affect
teams as a whole rather than individual players, but use your own judgement.

Each player receives their own economy tracker. Economy points may be exchanged between players
of the same team.

Eliminating one player of a team does not eliminate the other player of the team and the surviving
player may now have two turns. For example, Team A (Player 1 and Player 3) eliminate Player 2 on
Team B. Turns will occur in the following order: Player 1, Player 4, Player 2, Player 4.

Victory Conditions
• Both of your rival’s run out of cards to draw.
• Both of your rival’s economies are reduced to zero.
• Both of your rivals surrender.
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-Sample Decks-

ATTACK STRATEGY
-ASSAULT-

A-10 Thunderbolt

AC-130 Gunship

AH-64 Apache

AIM-9 Sidewinder

ARCHER Artillery

Auditor

Challenger 2

F-14 Tomcat

Hydroplane

Ivan

M60A3

M60A3

M998 HMMWV

Major

Major General

NH90

Pirate

Sergeant

State Trooper

SWAT Officer

T-38 Talon

T-72 Soviet

Type 90

University

US Marine

US Marine

USS Pegasus

USS Phoenix

USS Ohio

-TECH-
1 Billion CP Searchlight

Afterburner

Airdrop

Exoskeleton

Frag Grenade

Hydrochloric Acid

I.V. Line

M1 Garand

Octane 91

Peace Treaty

Refraction

Ricochet

Sonar

Turbocharger

Weather Balloon

-WAR-
Bail

Black Tuesday

Computer Virus

DMZ

Extortion

Firewall

Friendly Fire

Garnishment

Inflation

Kamikaze

Loan Shark

Murphy's Law

Ultraviolet Radiation

Vat

Vertigo

DEFENSE STRATEGY
-ASSAULT-

Admiral

Armored Truck

Blimp

Bunker

Electric Fence

Engineer

F-4 Phantom

F-16 Fighting Falcon

Firefighter

Lawyer

Lieutenant

Lifeboat

MH-60 Seahawk

MH-65 Dolphin

MK 46 Torpedo

National Guard

Oil Tanker

Patriot PAC-2

Pilot

School Bus

Sedan

State Prison

Stryker

Traffic Barrier

USCGC Boutwell

US Ranger

USS Nimitz

USS Ronald Reagan

V-22 Osprey

-TECH-
Anti-lock Brakes

Barcode

Camouflage

Carbon Fiber

Counterfeit

Decoder

Frag Grenade

Heat Signature

Homeland Security

Indirect Taxation

Martyr

Medic

Minesweeper

Presidential Pardon

Type IV Body Armor

-WAR-
Blackout

Capital Punishment

Checkpoint

Decibel Limit 120

Double Jeopardy

Electromagnetic Pulse

Embargo

High Treason

Mine Field

Overproduction

Plastic Explosive

Protest

Recession

RPG

Shell Shock

ECONOMY STRATEGY
-ASSAULT-

24' Dinghy

737 Airliner

747 Airliner

Airport

Architect

ATV

Brigadier General

Bullet Train

Coach Bus

Colonel

Commander

Controller

Corporate Headquarters

Discovery Submersible

Drone

DSRV

FBI Agent

Freight Train

FTTS Utility Vehicle

Hostage

Kayak

Luxury Liner

Pontoon

Skimmer

Soup Kitchen

Sports Car

Trawler

USS Seawolf

YF-23

-TECH-
4G

Bonds

Butterfly Effect

Compound Interest

Epinephrine

Euro

Exchange Rate

FM Radio

Honorable Discharge

Life Insurance

Lottery

Photovoltaics

Rally

Rations

Reentry

Scratch Ticket

Stocks

Tax Credit

Tax Shelter

Welfare

-WAR-
Adjudication

Audit

Diminishing Returns

Hyperinflation

Landmine

Market Crash

Public Revolt

Radioactive Decay

Subprime Loan

Toll

COMPOUND STRATEGY
-ASSAULT-

Arbitrator

AV-8B Harrier II

B-2 Spirit

Cruise Ship

DOT Officer

Dump Truck

EMT

F-117A Nighthawk

F-15 Eagle

F-5 Tiger II

Glider

Hot Air Balloon

Hunter

Ivy Mike

KC-10 Extender

Lieutenant General

M1A1 Abrams

M1A2 Abrams

Moving Van

Navy Seal

North American X-15

Police Department

Recon Bot

Stunt Plane

Taxi

Ultralight

USS Ticonderoga

Watercraft

Yacht

-TECH-
Archives

Basic Training

Dragon Skin

Enigma

Health Insurance

Hydraulic Spreader

Hydrochloric Acid

Interchangeable Parts

Mercenaries

Military Allies

Octane 93

Overnight Delivery

Phantom Pain

Vapor Trail

Wormhole

-WAR-
Artillery Barrage

Assassin

Bankruptcy

Carpet Bombing

Damage Control

Draft

Eminent Domain

Fight/Flight Response

Internment Camps

Martial Law

Radioactive Decay

Resignation

RFID

Sacrilege

Tear Gas

*Please note that the pre-constructed decks above provide exaggerated strategies to aid players in the development of future 
decks. We recommend further customizing these pre-constructed decks or building your own decks after a few battles.*


